Ethics and the Emergency Manager - A Role That Places Emergency Managers Leaders
June 8th from 11:00am-12:00pm ET

Presented by:

Cecilia Sepp, CAE, CEO, The 501c League & Principal, Rogue Tulips Nonprofit Consulting and Cheryl Ronk, CAE, CMP, President, So Right LLC

Course Description: Now is the time to create a consistent message on ethics within the emergency management profession. Historically, ethical leadership has been limited to emergency managers doing the most with the least to provide the highest value with members’ and stakeholders’ resources. As a result, practices have occurred that call into question the knowledge of ethics. Being the leaders of public servants, it is important to set the example of the highest ethical standards. If you would like to discover how to improve ethical practices in your organization, association or industry, then this online course is for you.